Time series data commonly occur when variables are monitored over time. Many real-world applications involve the comparison of long time series across multiple variables (multi-attributes). Often business people want to compare this year's monthly sales with last year's sales to make decisions. Data warehouse administrators (DBAs) want to know their daily data loading job performance. DBAs need to detect the outliers early enough to act upon them. In this paper, two new visual analytic techniques are introduced: The color cell-based Visual Time Series Line Charts and Maps highlight significant changes over time in a long time series data and the new Visual Content Query facilitates finding the contents and histories of interesting patterns and anomalies, which leads to root cause identification. We have applied both methods to two real-world applications to mine enterprise data warehouse and customer credit card fraud data to illustrate the wide applicability and usefulness of these techniques.
Introduction
Because of accelerating technological progress, the amount of time series data stored in computers has increased rapidly. Today, computers typically record transactions of everyday life, such as paying by credit card, using the telephone, and shopping in e-commerce stores. This data is collected and stored in data warehouses because business people believe that time series data is a potential source of valuable information and provides a competitive advantage. Most of the data typically contains a time attribute, such as the date and time of a telephone call or a credit card purchase. Usually, time series data are inherently large and have many different attributes [KK94] , such as a stream of sales data with attributes like product type, location, sales amount, quantity, price, etc. The current analyses of time series only focus on observing changes in a single value (e.g., sales amount). This paper shows how to successfully arrange multiple time series with different attributes for visual comparison and problem discovery.
A common technique for users to get detailed information about time series data is through drilling down to the next category. But, users are sometimes also interested in the content (value and history) of related attributes. In a sales application, for example, the sales managers want to know purchasing behavior of the top customer and related information. In a fraud application, the financial analysts want to examine the historical evolution of top fraud transactions and determine relevant attributes such as related locations and credit card types. This paper addresses how to query interesting attribute contents and relations for further identification and analysis of problems.
Related Work
Research in the area of time series visualization has been published under a variety of subjects in the recent past. There are many well-known techniques developed for various applications. The Polaris [STH02] system, for example, allows the analyst to pivot and refine visual specifications of table-based graphical displays. Schuman [TAS02] employs a TimeWheel that presents the time axis in the center of the display and circularly arranges the variables around the time axis. Van Wijk [WS99] introduced a clustering-based visualization to condense multiple time series data into a calendar-based view. Shneiderman's [BAS05] interactive pattern search provides fast visualization methods to retrieve information from large time series. Ward [CW06] uses histogram and nearest neighbor methods to measure data abstraction quality in multi-resolution visualization. Users can use both methods to evaluate how well the abstracted dataset represents the original data set. Gautam Kumar [KG06] structures dense graphs via stratification using a force-directed layout algorithm to visualize U.S. Stock (1990 Stock ( -2005 financial correlations. Different from the above methods, we apply familiar visual metaphors to layout multiple time series data in a spreadsheet-like layout for visual comparison. We adopt color cells to represent the data values in a time interval to allow users to visualize information at the detailed transaction record level. To help the user find information related to some data items of interest (e.g., outliers or exceptions), we introduce the concept of Visual Content Query. Our techniques employ automated data mining methods and adapt them to the human ability to quickly analyze visual patterns, find relationships, identify exceptions, and retrieve related information.
Basic Ideas
Appropriate visualization of time-series data is a valuable tool for exploring previously unknown information and searching for interesting patterns. The common approach using bar charts and line charts is ineffective for visual analysis of time-series data: Given the limits of current display devices, we either have to accept overplotting (occlusion) effects in the display or we heavily depend on scrolling interaction. Both effects are not optimal regarding usability effectiveness. A common technique to solve the problem is to reduce the data size by sampling or aggregation. These techniques may introduce a loss of information. Therefore, for the exploration of large multiattributes data, these techniques are of limited value and do not show important information such as
• data distributions of multiple attributes;
• patterns, correlations, trends, and exceptions; and • detailed information, e.g., the purchase history and behavior of a top customer . The color cell distribution is much more informative than averages or variances, as we are able to assess the entire value distribution at a glance. By comparing the VisTS with a regular time-series, the difference in information content and usability becomes evident.
Use of Visual Content Query to Discover Related Information
Most time series charts show only aggregated values. The usefulness of the charts is especially limited if the user is interested in finding exceptions, such as an extremely slow data warehouse loading job. The Data Warehouse System Administrator (DBA) wants to know how slowly this job executed previously.
A Visual Content Query in this paper is different from an ordinary database query. Most visualization tools, such as the well-known Tableau's Polaris system [SH00], for example, allow users to generate visual representations from relational data interactively. The user can select single dimensions or measures from the underlying relational data via drag and drop. From the user's selection, the Polaris system constructs different visual representations, such as line charts, scatter plots, and bar charts.
The basic idea of VisConQ is to allow the DBA to select a data item on the graph and visual query its contents. Using visual time series, the exceptions are highlighted. The DBA can click on an outlier and select an attribute value on which VisConQ performs attribute content association, retrieves related information, and lays out visual presentations in a VisConQ result window. The DBA can quickly view and interact with the information contained in the VisConQ result window. This functionality is not available with the other currently available visualization tools. 
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Visual Time Series Layout
Laying out a Visual Time Series means to transform the spreadsheet-like data to present multiple time series in an aligned hierarchical graph. The user specifies a hierarchical structure of a time series using time (column), levels (rows), and metrics (colors). VisTS constructs a tree to represent the hierarchy as illustrated in Figure 1 .
For a general layout of a visual time series, we need to specify:
1. Time Vector The user selects a time attribute from a spreadsheet column (see Figure 2 , Column A) as a time vector.
Level Vectors
The user selects level vectors (categorical attributes) from the spreadsheet category columns to define a hierarchical structure, such as level 1 (Column B) is the parent of level 2 (Column C). Time series data are usually visualized by line charts ( Figure 3A) . In Figure 3B , we show cell-based visual time series line charts, a simple form of VisTS. Figure 4A and Figure 4B shows a cell-based visual time series maps, a generalization of cell-based line charts. The basic idea of VisTS is to use a cell to represent each data item and a time interval area to represent a number of data items. The size of a time interval area grows with the number of data items in the interval. Cells are ordered by an attribute to show data distributions. VisTS retains the intuitiveness of a regular time series while allowing very large datasets to be visualized at a glance.
Visual Time Series Line Charts
In a data warehouse loading operation, the DBA employs regular time series line charts to provide accurate data to users. To manage data quality, an important question is how the error rate develops over time. Is it persistent or occasional? But a regular time series line charts often results in occlusion as shown in Figure 3A , where only 8 of 38 time series are displayed.
The visual time series line chart shown in Figure 3B is constructed by an x-ordering attribute (month-day), a yordering attribute (average job error rate), and a color attribute (job error rate) for each time interval (one day). Figure 3B shows the error rates of the top 18 jobs. In the cell-based visual line charts, each time series is represented by a row of cells. Each cell represents one measurement and is colored by the error rate. This allows the changes over time of all jobs to be easily captured and immediately understood. The first job has a persistent high error rate after 8/30 (all red). The error rate of the third job is occasional, first increasing to red on 8/30, and then decreasing to green after 9/10. 
Visual Time Series Maps
To find patterns and exceptions of time series data, we employ cell-based visual time series maps. In Figure 4A , each cell represents a job. The color represents the job-loading rate in seconds at each time interval. The height of a bar represents the number of jobs executed on that day. 8/2 has the highest number of jobs (highest bar). In Figure  4B , the DBA can easily see the job execution patterns and notice an outlier with slowest loading rate on 7/21. Figure  4B also shows that most jobs executed in a day have a short loading rate (green), but a few long loading rates (yellow and red) appear for all days. 
A Time Interval (Day) Construction
Visual Content Query
Visualization of large multi-attribute time series data sets often reveals interesting information, such as dependencies and exceptions. Visual Content Query is designed for analyzing the contents and relationships of the most interesting data shown in a visualization. For example, we can perform a visual content query to analyze the longloading outlier described in section 5.2.
The VisConQ Process
VisConQ consist of a five-step process as shown in Table 1 with pseudo code. Queries can be performed recursively to narrow down or widen up the searching scope. The result of a query is a set of interactive visual representations generated from the content associated information for users to view and refine the results.
A VisConQ Example
To manage data warehouses, DBAs are interested in knowing "Which job has the longest loading rate? How many times does this job need to run? How do these jobs perform between 5/31 and 8/31?
To answer these questions, the DBA first identifies that L4_DAILY ( Figure 5A ) is the slowest job; then the DBA needs to perform VisConQ on L4_ DAILY (the content of the attribute SUBJECT) to find the information which associates to L4_ DAILY. VisConQ mines the data and stored the result in a Content Association Matrix ( Figure  5B ). Figure 5C is a graphical display of the content query result. Figure 5C shows that most L4_ DAILY jobs have very slow loading times (most red and orange) for a period of over three months (5/31 to 8/31). 7/21 has the slowest loading rate. L4_ DAILY ran many times on most days. On 6/9 the job runs only once (one yellow cell). 6/22 and 8/19 have the highest number of L4_DAILY jobs running (highest bar). With the above information, the DBA may take some action to improve the L4_DAILY loading rate. Empty spaces in Figure 5C mean that no L4_DAILY ran on those days, e.g., 6/3. 
A Credit Card Fraud Analysis Application
We have conducted experiments using real-world fraud data to discover its patterns, trends, and histories. Examples of our analysis include the following: 1) What is the growing rate of credit card fraud over the last two years? 2) Which country has the top rate of fraud over time? 3) What is the history of a top fraud country? 4) Which credit cards do people in this country use? Which credit card has the highest fraud in this country?
Fraud Visual Time Series (to find patterns, trends, and exceptions)
To observe the historical evolution of fraud transactions, Figure 
Fraud Visual Content Query
To address the questions raised in the beginning of section 6, the analyst first identifies the outlier in Figure 6A (Country A, 2000_4Q). Then the analyst performs VisConQ and finds that this outlier has the highest Amount ($66,554,972) in Country A. Then the analyst selects Country A to find information which is associated to Country A. As a result of the query, VisConQ builds the Content Association Matrix shown in Figure 6B . To answer the questions 3, in Figure 6C , VisConQ finds Count A which has the top rate of fraud over 2000 and 2001. To answer question 4, in Figure 6D , VisConQ displays a high fraud credit cards time series map to show the top fraud credit cards (e.g., Card 1, Card 2, and Card 4 are the top 3). Ranking from low to high Using the above information, the company is able to place strict control on certain countries, such as Country A, and certain credit cards, such as credit card 1. After identifying the sources of the fraud, the company will be able to take preventive action.
Conclusion
In this paper, we identified the current need for visualizing multi-attributes time series and simultaneously finding the associated information, relationships, and patterns over time. We presented the new Visual Time Series Line Charts/Maps and Visual Content Query visual analytics techniques that transform data warehouse multi-attribute time series data into hierarchical visual time series charts and maps. To speed up the visual comparisons, time series are ordered and aligned according to their weight criteria, such as total, average, maximum, or correlation. To expedite the data analysis process, we added a new content query mechanism that constructs maps related to the content (value) of attributes beyond the ability to query on a data category. Our experimental studies show that the Visual Time Series techniques have significant advantages when discovering patterns, trends, and exceptions. Using Visual Content Query, data warehouse administrators can easily find related information on a selected data item, such as the history of a top fraud country for a period of time. Our future work will add multi-resolution and correlation algorithms to place multiple time series in one single display. Also, we will apply the Visual Map technique to other applications such as database query management and optimization.
